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Greater efficiency is the top priority of most shipping companies nowadays. With skyrocketing fuel
prices and growing market competition, vessel operators are looking for better ways to cut
operational expenses while keeping their revenues up. To make this possible, the shipping industry
is constantly moving toward greater technological integration to automate various aspects of a
shipping process. For this reason, marine software companies have developed various types of
shipping software solutions for port and on-ship activities.

Every year, millions of tons of cargoes are being moved by shipping lines on various vessels
including RoRo, container, and multipurpose vessels. Moving these goods involves many parties
and complex processes. To accommodate the increasing complexities involved in port and vessel
operations, shipping software companies have developed maritime software solutions which have
greatly increased efficiencies.

For instance, modern merchant vessels use container tracking software to track actual locations of
containers and provide their clients real-time view of the actual progress of a container transport
process. Automated updates of container and cargo events can be sent to the relevant parties to
provide full visibility to them.

Aside from container tracking software, modern shipping lines are also equipped with software
applications that help them maximize revenue from each voyage or port call. Voyage calculation
software also known as voyage accounting software allows vessel operators to forecast expenses,
and revenue they can generate from each shipment and port call. Using this software, operators can
make quick calculations of direct cargo related expenses and indirect expenses like fuel expenses,
harbor dues, canal fees, and other costs involved in the process. This enables them to manage their
cargo mix and simulate the impact contributions of different cargo mixes, port rotations and vessel
speeds. Operators can also make simultaneous calculations of costs using different ships and
routes and choose transactions they deem to provide the best commercial value.

Cargo safety is always a top priority when transporting containers. To ensure that this is achieved in
every trip, operators need to ensure that their container fleet is properly maintained and repaired.
With integrated container repair software carriers have full visibility of container damages. Container
repair software allows them to quickly authorize and validate repairs, check warranties, identify
improper repairs and locations where the equipment is not properly handled. This will ensure that
â€˜black sheepsâ€™ amongst repair shops.

Integrated shipping software allows shipping companies to increase the efficiency of their operations
both on the shore and off. They are available in platforms which can be integrated into a vesselâ€™s
existing system without doing any expensive reprogramming. While some marine software solutions
can be expensive, operators can easily make back the difference in cost of their investment.
However, operators must choose shipping software companies which provide quality shipping
software products and after-sales service so that they can benefit most from their investment.
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